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“UHY STRENGTHENS PRESENCE IN ASIA” 
UHY strengthens presence in Asia as firm in Thailand joins the network 

 

Welcomes new member in Thailand, Yongyuth Accounting and Son Co. Ltd and its affiliate firm, 
Saman Audit and Corporate Services Co. Ltd., to the global accountancy network UHY, of which our 
firm. 

Yongyuth Accounting and Son Co. Ltd. was established in 1967 with a history spanning over two 
generations and nearly four decades.  With three partners and a team of 25 staff, the firm, based in 
Bangkok, provides tax, bookkeeping and company secretarial services focussing on the business 
needs of clients covering a variety of sectors such as trading, manufacturing, entertainment and 
construction.  

Managing partner, Panit Mokarakorn, says: “We joined the UHY network for a number of reasons. 
The global presence of the network combined with the expertise and knowledge of UHY’s people 
around the world not only strengthens our own capabilities, locally and internationally, but also 
these of our clients and their operations. We strongly believe that our membership of the UHY 
network will not only create great opportunities for the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), but also 
on a more global scale in the future.” 
 

Member of UHY commented: “We are delighted Yongyuth Accounting and Son Co. Ltd. and its affiliate have 
joined the UHY network extending the UHY network’s coverage and capabilities in Asia. The firm’s 
admittance to the UHY network will add a great deal of regional market and sector expertise. We 
strongly believe the firm is a very good fit for our network.” 
 
 
About UHY, the network 
Established in 1986 and based in London, UK, UHY is a network of independent accounting and consulting firms with offices 
in nearly 250 major business centres in 81 countries. Over 6,800 staff generated an aggregate income of US$625 million in 
2011, ranking UHY the 25th largest international audit, accounting, tax  and consultancy network (by revenue). Each 
member of UHY is a legally separate and independent firm.  For further information on UHY please go to www.uhy.com.  
UHY is a full member of the Forum of Firms, an association of international networks of accounting firms. For additional 
information on the Forum of Firms, visit www.forumoffirms.org 

http://www.uhy.com/
http://www.forumoffirms.org/

